We can Best Prevent War by not JUST Remembering the dead from War, BUT by also Remembering the Cause of WAR and by not electing a compassionless psychopath.

1. Socrates said all WAR is Fought for Money,
2. War is the Great Evil. The Bible says the Want of Money is the Root of all Evil. The Koran says that Arrogance is the Root of All evil. Buddhist say that Greed, Anger, Hate, Prejudice and attachment to False Beliefs are the cause of suffering and evil.
3. One person in 20 is a psychopath. They do not value the rights of others. Normal people dislike killing and they greatly detest and abhor killing children. Psychopaths have little problem killing, even killing children.
4. Some of these psychopaths have inferiority complexes and they seek to be in control. They make promises to get elected.

Most of these psychopaths became so because they suppressed and repressed their own feelings ng they suppress and repress their feelings towards others
5. One person in 20 is a hero who will sacrifice themselves for others.
6. The other 18 or so people (the masses) just want to go along to get along. They lead their lives, work their jobs, stand in line, do what’s told, enjoy themselves when they can and wait to be led.
7. Psychopaths seek to be in control to mask their loss of inner feelings.

Psychopaths are expert manipulators and can play on people’s fear and hatred.

Psychopaths get lots of election contributions from War Machine weapons manufactures, Rebuilding companies who clean up after a war, and all evil companies making money killing people.

Psychopaths look the other way when it comes to killing people. They do NOT CARE ABOUT PEOPLE

Psychopaths do not care about killing children of the scapegoat minority.

8. Eventually a borderline covert psychopath will get elected and jockey for more control.
9. The Psychopath will find some minority group to be his scapegoat for the troubles of their society.
10. The psychopath will manipulate the press to sensationalize the stories about the evil minority. The Press will lie, twist, and aggrandize each story willingly to sell papers and market share.
11. If the Hero in a group opposes the psychopath, they will say the hero is unpatriotic because they fight against the psychopath’s system.

Since one person in 20 is a psychopath then there are 60,000,000 psychopaths. In the last presidential election 125,000,000 people voted, and you can see the psychopath vote is significant.

The elected psychopath will manipulate more money to the War Weapons manufacturers. The legislature will be happy to make them rich to address the exaggerated news story of the scapegoat minority.

12. Then an unstable psychopath starts a war to make more money thru weapons and to unite the masses with hate for another group.
13. During a war rich children go to college, poor kids go to war.

Someone wins, someone loses.

Who wins is the EVIL ULTRA-RICH,

WHO really Loses is the children.

14. The psychopath who wins gets glorified, The psychopath who loses gets disgraced.
15. We remember the hate, the deaths, the prejudice, the propaganda.
16. We do not remember the cause of the war.
17. Then the cycle starts all over again.

To break the cycle there is a simple question to be asked of anyone who might become a leader.
Do you believe it is OK to kill a child to further any goal??? If the answer is yes it is OK for the enemy children to die, then do not vote for him. If the answer is NO and the person lies, then remove him from Office or revise the International War Crimes Laws to punish any who allow children to be killed.

Open letter to the War Machine  
https://youtu.be/U50tYwQcjbY  how to stop war

https://youtu.be/i8fqqWm1M8  where have all the flowers gone

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Truman/war%20crime%20trial%20of%20harry%20s%20truman%20ask.jpg
In the past the Ultra Rich have always promoted WAR as a cure for Recession. The WAR machine makes money for the Ultra Rich. We must no let the Ultra Rich manipulate the young men and the government to take us into WAR that might destroy the Planet.

The Movie Canadian Bacon Shows us just how true this could be. The Media says ‘Give me the pictures I’ll give you a WAR’. We must wake up to stop WAR by remembering the Cause of WAR not just the Pain.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8fgrxWn1M8
The War Crimes Trial of
Harry S. Truman
A CTW PRODUCTION

There are several points in this trial that are confusing to the public.

Let me make these clear.

1. There is discussion on the net that Truman gave a warning before dropping the bomb. HE DID NOT GIVE ANY WARNING WHATSOEVER. It took the Japanese days to just confirm what happened. This violates several international treaties and law the US has signed,

Making this a War Crime Indeed.

2. After the Japanese got confirmation Truman waited less than 12 hours before ordering the next bomb. This is a mark of a twisted confused brutal mind.

Yes this is right, and this alone is confirmation of a War Crime.

3. Truman makes no attempt to call the Japanese to discuss surrender or to give an ultimatum. His arrogant condescending attitude borders on mental defect.

4. Japan is a defenseless country with no navy, no air force and no continental army. The napalm fire bombing of Tokyo truly ended the war.

To Not negotiate but drop a Weapon of unthinkable Destruction is a War Crime

5. Hiroshima was not on the military target list, making this a War Crime

6. In law if your neighbor kills your wife, it is still illegal to kill his wife. In law revenge is never allowed as a defense.
HOW WARS START AND HOW TO END THEM

One person in 20 is a psychopath. They do not value the rights of others. They have no problem with killing, even killing children. Normal people dislike killing and they greatly detest and abhor killing children. Psychopaths care more about profit and power than children.

Some of these psychopaths have inferiority complexes and they seek to be in control.

One person in 20 is a hero who will sacrifice themselves for others.

The other 19 or so people (the masses) just want to go along to get along. They want to be fed. Most of the people just want to work, play, love and live and not be active in politics.

Eventually a psychopath will get elected and today for more control. He will hire small minds as minions.

They will say the hero is a patriot because they fight against the psychopath’s system. Evil Flourishes when Good People Do Nothing. The masses can be fooled into hate the Hero.

Then an unstable psychopath starts a war to make money thru weapons and to unite the masses with hate for another group. Hate breeds Hate and the Evil Snowballs.

During a war rich children go to college, poor kids go to war. War will make Psychopaths Rich.

Some one wins, someone loses. The Children Suffer Most. Children must be rebuilt.

Then the cycle starts all over again. One person in 20 is a psychopath unable to feel emotions for others.

To break the cycle there is a simple question to be asked of anyone who might become a leader.

Do you believe it is OK to kill a child to further any goal??? If the answer is ‘Yes’, it is OK for the enemy children to die, then do not vote for him. If the answer is ‘NO’ and the person lies, then remove him from Office or revise the international War Crimes Laws to punish any who allow children to be killed.

Silence in the face of Evil is itself Evil.

Rich Kids go to College
Poor Kids go to War

Evil Succeeds
When the Good
Do Nothing

"The People do not want War, to get it you just have control the Media, create an enemy with a lie, tell the people they are in danger, and denounce the Pacifists for lack of patriotism. The small fearful Minds will give you Power to do Anything"